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First published in 1990, Songs of the Doomed is back in print -- by popular demand! In this third and most
extraordinary volume of the Gonzo Papers, Dr. Hunter S. Thompson recalls high and hideous moments in his
thirty years in the Passing Lane -- and no one is safe from his hilarious, remarkably astute social commentary.
With Thompson's trademark insight and passion about the state of American politics and culture, Songs of the
Doomed charts the long, strange trip from Kennedy to Quayle in Thompson's freewheeling, inimitable style.
Spanning four decades -- 1950 to 1990 -- Thompson is at the top of his form while fleeing New York for Puerto
Rico, riding with the Hell's Angels, investigating Las Vegas sleaze, grappling with the "Dukakis problem," and
finally, detailing his infamous lifestyle bust, trial documents, and Fourth Amendment battle with the Law. These
tales -- often sleazy, brutal, and crude -- are only the tip of what Jack Nicholson called "the most baffling human
iceberg of our time." Songs of the Doomed is vintage Thompson -- a brilliant, brazen, bawdy compilation of the
greatest sound bites of Gonzo journalism from the past thirty years.
It is only with the benefit of hindsight that the Germans have become acutely aware of how profound and
comprehensive was the impact of the United States on their society after 1945.This volume reflect the
ubiquitousness of this impact and examines the German responses to it. Contributions by well-known scholars
cover politics, industry, social life and mass culture.
What Happens? When the Values of Duty, Honor, Country clash at West Point with the religious teachings of the
Liberty Baptist Church in Burnt Prairie . . . Join us on this journey in the Vietnam War era when the author was
confronted by Colonel Al Haig, soon to join President Nixon’s White House and later to serve as President
Reagan’s Secretary of State, . . . And Admiral Moorer, Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, in a federal
courtroom. . . Waging a vigorous official defense of compulsory chapel, while the author stood up for freedom of
religion under the First Amendment, Despite them all having sworn to uphold and defend the Constitution of the
United States . . . In such a clash and its aftermath, the answer . . .
This vivid New York Times bestseller about 1950s America from a Pulitzer Prize–winning journalist is “an
engrossing sail across a pivotal decade” (Time). Joe McCarthy. Marilyn Monroe. The H-bomb. Ozzie and Harriet.
Elvis. Civil rights. It’s undeniable: The fifties were a defining decade for America, complete with sweeping
cultural change and political upheaval. This decade is also the focus of David Halberstam’s triumphant The
Fifties, which stands as an enduring classic and was an instant New York Times bestseller upon its publication.
More than a survey of the decade, it is a masterfully woven examination of far-reaching change, from the
unexpected popularity of Holiday Inn to the marketing savvy behind McDonald’s expansion. A meditation on the
staggering influence of image and rhetoric, The Fifties is vintage Halberstam, who was hailed by the Denver Post
as “a lively, graceful writer who makes you . . . understand how much of our time was born in those years.” This
ebook features an extended biography of David Halberstam.
The Organization Man
A Book of Dreams
The Long, Long Afternoon
Postwar Television Advertising and the American Dream
Invasions USA
Make America Hate Again
The American Dream of Success
I have asked permission to dedicate this book to you not only in memory of the hagpy evenings I have spent with you in Saigon over the last
five years, but also because I have quite shamelessly borrowed the location of your flat to house one of iny characters, and your name,
Phuong, for the convenience of readers because it is simple, beautiful and easy to pronounce, which is not true of all your couiftry- women’s
names. You will both realise I have borrowed little else, certainly not the characters of anyone in Viet Nam. Pyle, Granger, Fowler, Vigot,
Joe— these have had no originals in the life of Saigon or Hanoi, and General The is dead : shot in the back, so thfcy say. Even the historical
events have been rearranged. For example, the big bomb near the Continental preceded and did not follow the bicycle bombs. I have no
scruples about such small changes. This is a story and not a piece of history, and I hope that as a story about a few imaginary characters it
will pass for both of you one hot Saigon evening.
There is no better way to understand America than by understanding the cultural history of the American Dream. Rather than just a powerful
philosophy or ideology, the Dream is thoroughly woven into the fabric of everyday life, playing a vital role in who we are, what we do, and why
we do it. No other idea or mythology has as much influence on our individual and collective lives. Tracing the history of the phrase in popular
culture, Samuel gives readers a field guide to the evolution of our national identity over the last eighty years. Samuel tells the story
chronologically, revealing that there have been six major eras of the mythology since the phrase was coined in 1931. Relying mainly on
period magazines and newspapers as his primary source material, the author demonstrates that journalists serving on the front lines of the
scene represent our most valuable resource to recover unfiltered stories of the Dream. The problem, however, is that it does not exist, the
Dream is just that, a product of our imagination. That it is not real ultimately turns out to be the most significant finding about the American
Drea, and what makes the story most compelling.
The middle class is often viewed as the heart of American society, the key to the country’s democracy and prosperity. Most Americans
believe they belong to this group, and few politicians can hope to be elected without promising to serve the middle class. Yet today the
American middle class is increasingly seen as under threat. In The American Middle Class: A Cultural History, Lawrence R. Samuel charts
the rise and fall of this most definitive American population, from its triumphant emergence in the post-World War II years to the struggles of
the present day. Between the 1920s and the 1950s, powerful economic, social, and political factors worked together in the U.S. to forge what
many historians consider to be the first genuine mass middle class in history. But from the cultural convulsions of the 1960s, to the
'stagflation' of the 1970s, to Reaganomics in the 1980s, this segment of the population has been under severe stress. Drawing on a rich array
of voices from the past half-century, The American Middle Class explores how the middle class, and ideas about it, have changed over time,
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including the distinct story of the black middle class. Placing the current crisis of the middle class in historical perspective, Samuel shows how
the roots of middle-class troubles reach back to the cultural upheaval of the 1960s. The American Middle Class takes a long look at how the
middle class has been winnowed away and reveals how, even in the face of this erosion, the image of the enduring middle class remains the
heart and soul of the United States.
Mine Eyes Have Seen: The American Dream Collectionis a book of poetry revealing the intricacies, contradictions and beauty in the
American character. The collection begins with American Places and takes the reader through a series of glimpses into the impact the vast
magnificence of the American landscape had on shaping the nation and people of the United States. The second section is called American
People and explores the different facets of the diverse American culture. The reader feels the heartaches, despair and triumphs of a soldier,
blue collar oil refinery workers, a young prostitute, middle class vacations and the business community. In the final section called American
Soul the collection reveals the ethos of America as a beacon of hope to the world. The idea of a strong nation based on the freedom of
individuals to choose and create their own lives is a symbol to the world of the hope and longing of the human spirit. The collection
culminates in the title poem Mine Eyes Have Seen which reviews American history from the fifties through recent twenty-first century through
the lens of one person's experience. The collection is the second for poet Linda C. Thompson. Her first collection was entitled Life As We
Know Itand in the words of one critic "was a grands start for Thompson's contribution to the canon of twenty-first-century women poets." In
this new collection she extends her vision and talent to her native country - the United States of America. "I've always blended intellect and
emotion in my writing. In this collection I wove history into the fabric of the verse as well." explained Thompson.
The Quiet American
Engines of Change
Asian American Dreams
Brought to You By
American Poet and Prophet
A Story of Family, Faith and the Power of Giving
The Porpoise Driven Life

A wonderful, prescient diatribe on the American automobile industry and the tyranny of the automobile in our cities.
Modern living began with the homes of the 1950s. Casting aside the privations of the Second World War, American architects
embraced the must-have mod-cons: they wrapped fitted kitchens around fridges, washing machines, dishwashers and electric
ovens, gave televisions pride of place in the living room, and built integrated garages for enormous space-age cars. So why
was this change so radical? In what ways did life change for people moving into these swanky new homes, and why has the
legacy of the 1950s home endured for so long? Diane Boucher answers these questions and more in this colorful introduction
to the homes that embody the golden age of modern design.
A narrative like no other: a cultural history that explores how cars have both propelled and reflected the American
experience— from the Model T to the Prius. From the assembly lines of Henry Ford to the open roads of Route 66, from the
lore of Jack Kerouac to the sex appeal of the Hot Rod, America’s history is a vehicular history—an idea brought brilliantly to
life in this major work by Pulitzer Prize–winning journalist Paul Ingrassia. Ingrassia offers a wondrous epic in fifteen
automobiles, including the Corvette, the Beetle, and the Chevy Corvair, as well as the personalities and tales behind them:
Robert McNamara’s unlikely role in Lee Iacocca’s Mustang, John Z. DeLorean’s Pontiac GTO , Henry Ford’s Model T, as
well as Honda’s Accord, the BMW 3 Series, and the Jeep, among others. Through these cars and these characters, Ingrassia
shows how the car has expressed the particularly American tension between the lure of freedom and the obligations of utility.
He also takes us through the rise of American manufacturing, the suburbanization of the country, the birth of the hippie and
the yuppie, the emancipation of women, and many more fateful episodes and eras, including the car’s unintended
consequences: trial lawyers, energy crises, and urban sprawl. Narrative history of the highest caliber, Engines of Change is an
entirely edifying new way to look at the American story.
On Melbenan Drive just west of Atlanta, sunlight falls onto a long row of well-kept lawns. Two dozen homes line the street;
behind them wooden decks and living-room windows open onto vast woodland properties. Residents returning from their
jobs steer SUVs into long driveways and emerge from their automobiles. They walk to the front doors of their houses past
sculptured bushes and flowers in bloom. For most people, this cozy image of suburbia does not immediately evoke images of
African Americans. But as this pioneering work demonstrates, the suburbs have provided a home to black residents in
increasing numbers for the past hundred years—in the last two decades alone, the numbers have nearly doubled to just under
twelve million. Places of Their Own begins a hundred years ago, painting an austere portrait of the conditions that early
black residents found in isolated, poor suburbs. Andrew Wiese insists, however, that they moved there by choice,
withstanding racism and poverty through efforts to shape the landscape to their own needs. Turning then to the 1950s, Wiese
illuminates key differences between black suburbanization in the North and South. He considers how African Americans in
the South bargained for separate areas where they could develop their own neighborhoods, while many of their northern
counterparts transgressed racial boundaries, settling in historically white communities. Ultimately, Wiese explores how the
civil rights movement emboldened black families to purchase homes in the suburbs with increased vigor, and how the passage
of civil rights legislation helped pave the way for today's black middle class. Tracing the precise contours of black migration
to the suburbs over the course of the whole last century and across the entire United States, Places of Their Own will be a
foundational book for anyone interested in the African American experience or the role of race and class in the making of
America's suburbs. Winner of the 2005 John G. Cawelti Book Award from the American Culture Association. Winner of the
2005 Award for Best Book in North American Urban History from the Urban History Association.
Mine Eyes Have Seen: The American Dream Collection
The American Dream
A Cultural History
Stakes Is High
Reinventing Dinner in 1950s America
The Collapse and Revival of American Community
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Re-Making the American Dream

Author of the forthcoming What She Ate: Six Remarkable Women and the Food That Tells Their Stories (Summer 2017) In this captivating blend of
culinary history and popular culture, the award-winning author of Perfection Salad shows us what happened when the food industry elbowed its way
into the kitchen after World War II, brandishing canned hamburgers, frozen baked beans, and instant piecrusts. Big Business waged an all-out
campaign to win the allegiance of American housewives, but most women were suspicious of the new foods—and the make-believe cooking they entailed.
With sharp insight and good humor, Laura Shapiro shows how the ensuing battle helped shape the way we eat today, and how the clash in the kitchen
reverberated elsewhere in the house as women struggled with marriage, work, and domesticity. This unconventional history overturns our notions
about the ’50s and offers new thinking on some of its fascinating figures, including Poppy Cannon, Shirley Jackson, Julia Child, and Betty Friedan.
A New York Times Bestseller A Wall Street Journal Bestseller A New York Times Notable Book of 2020 A New York Times Book Review Editors’
Choice Shortlisted for the Financial Times and McKinsey Business Book of the Year A New Statesman Book to Read From economist Anne Case and
Nobel Prize winner Angus Deaton, a groundbreaking account of how the flaws in capitalism are fatal for America's working class Deaths of despair
from suicide, drug overdose, and alcoholism are rising dramatically in the United States, claiming hundreds of thousands of American lives. Anne Case
and Angus Deaton explain the overwhelming surge in these deaths and shed light on the social and economic forces that are making life harder for the
working class. As the college educated become healthier and wealthier, adults without a degree are literally dying from pain and despair. Case and
Deaton tie the crisis to the weakening position of labor, the growing power of corporations, and a rapacious health-care sector that redistributes
working-class wages into the pockets of the wealthy. This critically important book paints a troubling portrait of the American dream in decline, and
provides solutions that can rein in capitalism's excesses and make it work for everyone.
12 children. 6 of them diagnosed with schizophrenia. Science's greatest hope in understanding the disease. ___________ *ONE OF BARACK
OBAMA'S FAVOURITE BOOKS OF 2020* *TIME 100 Must-Read Books Of 2020 Pick* *New York Times bestseller* *Selected as Oprah's Book
Club Pick* 'Startlingly intimate' - The Sunday Times 'Grippingly told and brilliantly reported' - Mail on Sunday 'Unforgettable' - The Times For fans
of Educated, The Immortal Life of Henrietta Lacks and Three Identical Strangers Don and Mimi Galvin seemed to be living the American dream. After
World War II, Don's work with the Air Force brought them to Colorado, where their twelve children perfectly spanned the baby boom: the oldest born
in 1945, the youngest in 1965. In those years, there was an established script for a family like the Galvins - aspiration, hard work, upward mobility,
domestic harmony - and they worked hard to play their parts. But behind the scenes was a different story: psychological breakdown, sudden shocking
violence, hidden abuse. By the mid-1970s, six of the ten Galvin boys, one after the other, were diagnosed as schizophrenic. How could all this happen to
one family? What took place inside the house on Hidden Valley Road was so extraordinary that the Galvins became one of the first families to be
studied by the National Institutes of Mental Health. Their story offers a shadow history of the science of schizophrenia, from the era of
institutionalization, lobotomy, and the schizophrenogenic mother, to the search for genetic markers for the disease, always amidst profound
disagreements about the nature of the illness itself. And unbeknownst to the Galvins, samples of their DNA informed decades of genetic research that
continues today, offering paths to treatment, prediction, and even eradication of the disease for future generations. With clarity and compassion,
bestselling and award-winning author Robert Kolker uncovers one family's unforgettable legacy of suffering, love and hope. 'An extraordinary case
study and tour de force of reporting' - Sylvia Nasar, author of A Beautiful Mind 'This book tore my heart out. It is a revelation-about the history of
mental health treatment, about trauma, foremost about family-and a more-than-worthy follow-up to Robert Kolker's brilliant Lost Girls' -Megan
Abbott, Edgar Award-winning author of Dare Me and Give Me Your Hand 'Hidden Valley Road contains everything: scientific intrigue, meticulous
reporting, startling revelations, and, most of all, a profound sense of humanity. It is that rare book that can be read again and again' -David Grann,
author of Killers of the Flower Moon
My Education is Burroughs's last novel, first published two years before his death in 1997. It is a book of dreams, collected over several decades and as
close to a memoir as we will see. The dreams cover themes from the mundane and ordinary - conversations with his friends Allen Ginsberg or Ian
Sommerville, feeding his cats, procuring drugs or sex - to the erotic, bizarre and visionary. Always a rich source of imagery in Burroughs's own fiction,
in this book dreams become a direct and powerful force in themselves.
African American Suburbanization in the Twentieth Century
My Education
Requiem for the American Dream
Film Comedy and the American Dream
A stunning 1950s set mystery perfect for fans of Small Pleasures and Mad Men
How to Stitch an American Dream
The 10 Principles of Concentration of Wealth & Power
This volume presents a nuanced look at an often romanticized yet surprisingly complex time in American popular culture.
Out of more than 180 science fiction films produced in the United States between 1950 and 1959, twenty were concerned with the notion of an invasion. Of
these, a select number used the invasions as metaphors of issues that were of importance to America at the time, such as assaults upon individuality and
marriage and debates about the supremacy of the human race. The invasion may be real (The Day the Earth Stood Still and War of the Worlds), dreamed
(Invaders from Mars), or the result of a mental breakdown, as seems to be the case in Invasion of the Body Snatchers. Real or not, all of these massive
disturbances to the status quo convey the same anxiety: In the 1950s, many Americans felt that things in their world weren’t quite right, and this sense of
unease was expressed in the country’s art, notably these films. In Invasions USA: The Essential Science Fiction Films of the 1950s, Michael Bliss examines
movies that stripped away the veneer of normality during a decade often portrayed as the last innocent period in American history. From a boy’s nightmares
about his alien-controlled parents and a young woman’s fears that her fiancé has been replaced by an emotionless alien to an extraterrestrial visitor who
comes to warn mankind about its self-destructive ways, the stories of these films offer a variety of messages, both subtle and overt. With detailed
discussions and analyses of the films in question, this book examines a unique group of movies with profound messages. By exploring depictions of
insecurities—whether personal or political—Bliss shows how science fiction films spoke to American audiences deeply troubled by their circumstances.
Invasions USA will appeal to science fiction buffs and film aficionados interested in this significant phenomenon in movie and cultural history.
Shows how changes in work, family structure, women's roles, and other factors have caused people to become increasingly disconnected from family,
friends, neighbors, and democratic structures--and how they may reconnect.
Examines the politics, suburbia, automobiles, art and entertainment, cold war, television, and sports of the 1950s
Who Stole the American Dream?
The American Impact on Postwar Germany
Jimmy Buffett and Philosophy
Bowling Alone
Generations of Youth
Places of Their Own
Deaths of Despair and the Future of Capitalism

Bruce Springsteen: American Poet and Prophet by literary critic Donald L. Deardorff II classifies and
explains Springsteen’s remarkable reception as it evolved from small beginnings in the Jersey shore bars
of the 1970s to worldwide fame today. This book thoughtfully considers the trenchant commentary
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Springsteen’s albums make on the mythology of the American Dream, working-class concerns, the
changing character of American masculinity, the relationship between Americans and their government,
the importance of social justice, and the evocation of an American spirit.
Since the construction of the first fully enclosed shopping center in 1952, the shopping mall has evolved
into the heart of many suburban areas across the United States. More than simply a place to purchase
goods, this veritable “temple of consumerism” has become a primary place for community and social
interaction and an essential element in many citizens’ day-to-day lives. This study explores the spiritual,
emotional and physical effects of the enclosed shopping mall on the public, chronicling the growth of the
mall, its role in shaping urban and suburban life, its positive and negative impacts on society and the
environment, and its future viability. As this work shows, the mall remains rich in symbolic influence, and
in many ways mirrors the American condition.
Film Comedy and the American Dream is an examination of national identity in the era of the American
superpower as projected in popular comedic films that center on issues of upward mobility. It is the story
of what made audiences laugh and why, and what this says about the changing shape of the American
Dream from the end of the Second World War through the first part of the twenty-first century. Through a
combination of narrative and thematic analyses of popular comedic films, contextualized within a dynamic
historical framework, the book traces the increasing disillusionment with this central ideology in the face
of multiple forms of systemic exclusion. It argues that film comedy is a major component of the discourse
surrounding the American Dream because these movies often evoke humor by highlighting the
incongruities that exist between the ideals that define this nation versus the actual lived experiences of
its citizens.
Over the course of a career now in its fourth decade, Bruce Springsteen has earned one of the most
passionate, devoted followings in all rock `n¿ roll. He¿s selling more records & concert tickets in his fifties
than he sold in his twenties. Yet to many fans he remains an enigma. Jimmy Guterman has been writing
about Springsteen since the 1970s. Here, he delves deep into dramatic & crucial moments from every
phase of Springsteen¿s career, interpreting the songs & incisively commenting on the man & the culture
at large to deliver a nuanced portrait of The Boss from the earliest days right up to Springsteen¿s 2005
album, ¿Devils & Dust.¿
Runaway American Dream
Fifties & The American Dream (ELL).
The American Middle Class
The Insolent Chariots
America at the Mall
The Third Coast
The Fifties
'A remarkably assured debut. A tale of inequality, broken dreams and quiet desperation
behind a picture-perfect facade' Guardian 'A clever and absorbing debut by Inga Vesper,
who bricks Joyce up in her perfect house, then smashes it to pieces with aplomb' The
Times A stunning 1950s set debut mystery brimming with atmosphere and perfect for fans of
Tangerine, Small Pleasures and Mad Men. ________ Yesterday, I kissed my husband for the
last time . . . It's the summer of 1959, and the well-trimmed lawns of Sunnylakes,
California, wilt under the sun. At some point during the long, long afternoon, Joyce
Haney, wife, mother, vanishes from her home, leaving behind two terrified children and a
bloodstain on the kitchen floor. While the Haney's neighbours get busy organising search
parties, it is Ruby Wright, the family's 'help', who may hold the key to this unsettling
mystery. Ruby knows more about the secrets behind Sunnylakes' starched curtains than
anyone, and it isn't long before the detective in charge of the case wants her help. But
what might it cost her to get involved? In these long hot summer afternoons, simmering
with lies, mistrust and prejudice, it could only take one spark for this whole 'perfect'
world to set alight . . . A beguiling, deeply atmospheric debut novel from the cracked
heart of the American Dream, The Long, Long Afternoon is at once a page-turning mystery
and an intoxicating vision of the ways in which women everywhere are diminished, silenced
and ultimately under-estimated. Everyone is talking about The Long, Long Afternoon
'Beguiling and evocative. This vivid and atmospheric pageturner will keep readers
guessing all the way to its satisfying finale' Sunday Express 'Beautifully crafted,
claustrophobic and compelling. As delicious as a long drink on a hot day' Stacey Halls,
Sunday Times bestselling author of The Familiars and The Foundling 'Such a vivid
atmosphere of stifling LA heat and stifling 50s domesticity' Clare Chambers, author of
Small Pleasures 'Breathtakingly stylish, hypnotic and masterfully gripping' Chris
Whitaker, author of We Begin at the End, Waterstones Thriller of the Month 'A triumph.
What a pleasure to read something fresh and original. For once the hype is justified and
Inga Vesper's gripping page turner must surely now be bound for Netflix' Evening Standard
'A tasty, tense, page-turning combo of James Ellroy and Kate Atkinson with a bit of Mad
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Men thrown in' Liz Hyder 'For fans of Revolutionary Road and Mad Men, this is an
atmospheric tale of repression and style at the heart of the American Dream' Stylist
Over the course of a career now in its fourth decade, Bruce Springsteen has earned one of
the most passionate, devoted followings in all rock 'n' roll. He's selling more records
and concert tickets in his fifties than he sold in his twenties. Yet to many fans he
remains an enigma. How has Springsteen produced such a consistent body of work and
retained his currency while other top rock 'n' rollers have gone by the wayside? Jimmy
Guterman, an accessible and entertaining music writer, has been writing about Springsteen
since the late 1970s. In Runaway American Dream, he delves deep into dramatic and crucial
moments from every phase of Springsteen's career, interpreting the songs and incisively
commenting on the man and the culture at large to deliver a nuanced portrait of The Boss
from the earliest days right up to Springsteen's 2005 album, Devils & Dust.
Over the last decade, the Doan family business, the Missouri Star Quilt Company in tiny
Hamilton, Missouri, has grown from Jenny's corner shop -- with one quilting machine and
two bolts of fabric for sale in the back -- to become the largest supplier of pre-cut
quilting fabric in the U.S. and the headquarters of Jenny's world-famous YouTube tutorial
videos.
Horror films have traditionally sunk their teeth into straitened times, reflecting,
expressing and validating the spirit of the epoch, and capitalising on the political and
cultural climate in which they are made. This book shows how the horror genre has adapted
itself to the transformation of contemporary American politics and the mutating role of
traditional and new media in the era of Donald Trump’s Presidency of the United States.
Exploring horror’s renewed potential for political engagement in a socio-political
climate characterised by the angst of civil conflict, the deception of ‘alternative
facts’ and the threat of nuclear or biological conflict and global warming, Make America
Hate Again examines the intersection of film, politics, and American culture and society
through a bold critical analysis of popular horror (films, television shows, podcasts and
online parodies), such as 10 Cloverfield Lane, American Horror Story, Don’t Breathe, Get
Out, Hotel Transylvania 2, Hush, It, It Comes at Night, South Park, The Babadook, The
Walking Dead, The Woman, The Witch and Twin Peaks: The Return. The first major
exploration of the horror genre through the lens of the Trump era, it investigates the
correlations between recent, culturally meaningful horror texts, and the broader culture
within which they have become gravely significant. Offering a rejuvenating, optimistic,
and positive perspective on popular culture as a site of cultural politics, Make America
Hate Again will appeal to scholars and students of American studies, film and media
studies, and cultural studies.
Listening to Bruce Springsteen
The 1950s American Home
The Essential Science Fiction Films of the 1950s
When Chicago Built the American Dream
The 1950s
Life After the American Dream
The Search for the Self in the Twentieth Century
The fascinating story of the rise of Asian Americans as a politically and socially influential racial group This
groundbreaking book is about the transformation of Asian Americans from a few small, disconnected, and largely
invisible ethnic groups into a self-identified racial group that is influencing every aspect of American society. It
explores the junctures that shocked Asian Americans into motion and shaped a new consciousness, including the
murder of Vincent Chin, a Chinese American, by two white autoworkers who believed he was Japanese; the
apartheid-like working conditions of Filipinos in the Alaska canneries; the boycott of Korean American
greengrocers in Brooklyn; the Los Angeles riots; and the casting of non-Asians in the Broadway musical Miss
Saigon. The book also examines the rampant stereotypes of Asian Americans. Helen Zia, the daughter of Chinese
immigrants, was born in the 1950s when there were only 150,000 Chinese Americans in the entire country, and
she writes as a personal witness to the dramatic changes involving Asian Americans. Written for both Asian
Americans -- the fastest-growing population in the United States -- and non-Asians, Asian American Dreams argues
that America can no longer afford to ignore these emergent, vital, and singular American people.
Winner of the Chicago Tribune‘s 2013 Heartland Prize A critically acclaimed history of Chicago at mid-century,
featuring many of the incredible personalities that shaped American culture Before air travel overtook trains,
nearly every coast-to-coast journey included a stop in Chicago, and this flow of people and commodities made it
the crucible for American culture and innovation. In luminous prose, Chicago native Thomas Dyja re-creates the
story of the city in its postwar prime and explains its profound impact on modern America—from Chess Records to
Playboy, McDonald’s to the University of Chicago. Populated with an incredible cast of characters, including
Mahalia Jackson, Muddy Waters, Howlin’ Wolf, Chuck Berry, Sun Ra, Simone de Beauvoir, Nelson Algren,
Gwendolyn Brooks, Studs Turkel, and Mayor Richard J. Daley, The Third Coast recalls the prominence of the Windy
City in all its grandeur.
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Jimmy Buffett and his music have touched the lives of millions of people around the world, spanning generations
and genres. But is Buffett's music just a good time, or is there a deeper level to it? Jimmy Buffett and Philosophy
shows the philosophical side of this self-proclaimed non-philosopher's work. The articles in this book provide an
accessible approach to thinking about Buffett's music philosophically and to thinking about philosophy from the
perspective of Jimmy Buffett's music. Along the way, questions are raised about figures in the philosophical
tradition from ancient to contemporary — Epicurus, Diogenes, Heidegger, Josiah Royce, William James, John
Dewey, and Judith Butler. In addition, questions about a wide range of traditional philosophical issues, including
aesthetic theory, identity, knowledge, culture, and being, are explored.
Regarded as one of the most important sociological and business commentaries of modern times, The
Organization Man developed the first thorough description of the impact of mass organization on American
society. During the height of the Eisenhower administration, corporations appeared to provide a blissful answer to
postwar life with the marketing of new technologies—television, affordable cars, space travel, fast food—and
lifestyles, such as carefully planned suburban communities centered around the nuclear family. William H. Whyte
found this phenomenon alarming. As an editor for Fortune magazine, Whyte was well placed to observe corporate
America; it became clear to him that the American belief in the perfectibility of society was shifting from one of
individual initiative to one that could be achieved at the expense of the individual. With its clear analysis of
contemporary working and living arrangements, The Organization Man rapidly achieved bestseller status. Since
the time of the book's original publication, the American workplace has undergone massive changes. In the 1990s,
the rule of large corporations seemed less relevant as small entrepreneurs made fortunes from new technologies,
in the process bucking old corporate trends. In fact this "new economy" appeared to have doomed Whyte's
original analysis as an artifact from a bygone day. But the recent collapse of so many startup businesses, gigantic
mergers of international conglomerates, and the reality of economic globalization make The Organization Man all
the more essential as background for understanding today's global market. This edition contains a new foreword
by noted journalist and author Joseph Nocera. In an afterword Jenny Bell Whyte describes how The Organization
Man was written.
Hidden Valley Road
The 50s
Youth Cultures and History in Twentieth-century America
Behold, America
Trump-Era Horror and the Politics of Fear
Bruce Springsteen
A History of America First and the American Dream
In their introduction, "Angels of History, Demons of History," the editors allude to the complex social anxieties projected into concerns about youth.
Contributors examine the problems of identity, juvenile delinquency, intergenerational tensions, and downward mobility, as well as more positive aspects of
youth culture (art, activism, and cyber-communities)--in the early 20th century, the World War II/postwar era, and the contemporary scene. Annotation
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SELECTED AS A 2018 SUMMER READ BY THE SUNDAY TIMES, OBSERVER, I-PAPER AND THE BIG ISSUE 'Enormously entertaining'
SUNDAY TIMES 'Fascinating' NEW STATESMAN 'Excoriating, brilliant' ALI SMITH 'Enthralling' GUARDIAN 'My number one contributor when it
comes to US politics' DAN SNOW 'The American dream is dead,' Donald Trump said when announcing his candidacy for president in 2015. How would he
revive it? By putting 'America First'. The 'American Dream' and 'America First' are two of the most loaded phrases in America today – and also two of the
most misunderstood. As divides within America widen, Sarah Churchwell looks to the past to reveal what the surprising history of these two phrases can tell
us about today.
Pulitzer Prize winner Hedrick Smith’s new book is an extraordinary achievement, an eye-opening account of how, over the past four decades, the American
Dream has been dismantled and we became two Americas. In his bestselling The Russians, Smith took millions of readers inside the Soviet Union. In The
Power Game, he took us inside Washington’s corridors of power. Now Smith takes us across America to show how seismic changes, sparked by a sequence
of landmark political and economic decisions, have transformed America. As only a veteran reporter can, Smith fits the puzzle together, starting with Lewis
Powell’s provocative memo that triggered a political rebellion that dramatically altered the landscape of power from then until today. This is a book full of
surprises and revelations—the accidental beginnings of the 401(k) plan, with disastrous economic consequences for many; the major policy changes that
began under Jimmy Carter; how the New Economy disrupted America’s engine of shared prosperity, the “virtuous circle” of growth, and how America lost
the title of “Land of Opportunity.” Smith documents the transfer of $6 trillion in middle-class wealth from homeowners to banks even before the housing
boom went bust, and how the U.S. policy tilt favoring the rich is stunting America’s economic growth. This book is essential reading for all of us who want to
understand America today, or why average Americans are struggling to keep afloat. Smith reveals how pivotal laws and policies were altered while the public
wasn’t looking, how Congress often ignores public opinion, why moderate politicians got shoved to the sidelines, and how Wall Street often wins politically
by hiring over 1,400 former government officials as lobbyists. Smith talks to a wide range of people, telling the stories of Americans high and low. From
political leaders such as Bill Clinton, Newt Gingrich, and Martin Luther King, Jr., to CEOs such as Al Dunlap, Bob Galvin, and Andy Grove, to heartland
Middle Americans such as airline mechanic Pat O’Neill, software systems manager Kristine Serrano, small businessman John Terboss, and subcontractor
Eliseo Guardado, Smith puts a human face on how middle-class America and the American Dream have been undermined. This magnificent work of history
and reportage is filled with the penetrating insights, provocative discoveries, and the great empathy of a master journalist. Finally, Smith offers ideas for
restoring America’s great promise and reclaiming the American Dream. Praise for Who Stole the American Dream? “[A] sweeping, authoritative
examination of the last four decades of the American economic experience.”—The Huffington Post “Some fine work has been done in explaining the mess
we’re in. . . . But no book goes to the headwaters with the precision, detail and accessibility of Smith.”—The Seattle Times “Sweeping in scope . . . [Smith]
posits some steps that could alleviate the problems of the United States.”—USA Today “Brilliant . . . [a] remarkably comprehensive and coherent analysis of
and prescriptions for America’s contemporary economic malaise.”—Kirkus Reviews (starred review) “Smith enlivens his narrative with portraits of the
people caught up in events, humanizing complex subjects often rendered sterile in economic analysis. . . . The human face of the story is inseparable from the
history.”—Reuters
Brave, clear-eyed, and passionate, Stakes Is High is the book we need to guide us past crisis mode and through an uncertain future. The events of the past
decade have forced us to reckon with who we are and who we want to be. We have been invested in a set of beliefs about our American identity: our
exceptionalism, the inevitable rightness of our path, the promise that hard work and determination will carry us to freedom. But in Stakes Is High, Mychal
Denzel Smith confronts the shortcomings of these stories -- and with the American Dream itself -- and calls on us to live up to the principles we profess but
fail to realize. In a series of incisive essays, Smith exposes the stark contradictions at the heart of American life, holding all of us, individually and as a
nation, to account. We've gotten used to looking away, but the fissures and casual violence of institutional oppression are ever-present. There is a future that
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is not as grim as our past. In this profound work, Smith helps us envision it with care, honesty, and imagination.
A History of the American Dream in Fifteen Cars
The Cultural Role of a Retail Utopia
The Emergence of an American People
Songs of the Doomed
Something from the Oven
A NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER! In his first major book on the subject of income inequality, Noam Chomsky skewers the fundamental tenets of
neoliberalism and casts a clear, cold, patient eye on the economic facts of life. What are the ten principles of concentration of wealth and power at work in America
today? They're simple enough: reduce democracy, shape ideology, redesign the economy, shift the burden onto the poor and middle classes, attack the solidarity
of the people, let special interests run the regulators, engineer election results, use fear and the power of the state to keep the rabble in line, manufacture consent,
marginalize the population. In Requiem for the American Dream, Chomsky devotes a chapter to each of these ten principles, and adds readings from some of the
core texts that have influenced his thinking to bolster his argument. To create Requiem for the American Dream, Chomsky and his editors, the filmmakers Peter
Hutchison, Kelly Nyks, and Jared P. Scott, spent countless hours together over the course of five years, from 2011 to 2016. After the release of the film version,
Chomsky and the editors returned to the many hours of tape and transcript and created a document that included three times as much text as was used in the film.
The book that has resulted is nonetheless arguably the most succinct and tightly woven of Chomsky's long career, a beautiful vessel--including old-fashioned
ligatures in the typeface--in which to carry Chomsky's bold and uncompromising vision, his perspective on the economic reality and its impact on our political
and moral well-being as a nation. "During the Great Depression, which I'm old enough to remember, it was bad–much worse subjectively than today. But there
was a sense that we'll get out of this somehow, an expectation that things were going to get better . . ." —from Requiem for the American Dream
This book is a history of how television advertising rose to become a defining force in American culture in the two decades after World War II.
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